CENTERA
DMARC Compliance

Protect your brand & clients,
Block phishing attacks, &
Increase your email deliverability
Establish and maintain complete DMARC Compliance for your
corporate email, preventing abuse of your brand as well as
phishing attacks against your business and customers
More than 90% of all hacking attacks and data breaches involve email,
currently making it the largest threat to the company's cyber security.
Most companies receive large amounts of malicious emails that are sent
with a fake identity (spoofing). Part of these emails seeks to uncover cyber
security weaknesses and steal login credentials (phishing).
At the same time, the more targeted fraud attempts against the company
(such as CEO Fraud & Business email Compromise) are an ever increasing
threat.
A crucial part of improved email security is to implement DMARC, which
provides a set of rules that ensures the company's outgoing email is

Stop Phishing
Protect your employees by:
monitor and block with DMARC
validation against IT criminals trying to
scam the company via fraudulent emails.
Monitor & prevent abuse of your
corporate identity
Protect your Customers by gaining
continuous insight and overview of
attempts to abuse your business identity
via email.

verifiable for the authenticity of the recipients.
Accomplish and maintain DMARC
DMARC protects the company's own email domains from abuse such as
spoofing and phishing.
By also verifying the company's incoming email with DMARC, your
company will achieve better protection against spoofing, phishing and
other email threats from cyber criminals.
The DMARC framework uses an array of existing and new email control
mechanisms, and also adds a reporting standard where organizations
can exchange reports on email compliance for DMARC. This can give the
organizations a continuous overview and better control over who is trying
to send emails on their behalf.
DMARC will only achieve full effect through a complete implementation
(and reach of compliance), where the company rejects or quarantines all
emails under the DMARC control checks and at the same time collects
reports for rejected emails.

compliance
DMARC compliance significantly reduces
the company's threats & risks from
email, while contributing to making email
with business partners and customers
less vulnerable to fraud attempts.
Improve deliverability for
business critical emails
A user-friendly management platform
collects all tasks related to DMARC, while
collecting and storing reports, enabling
the company to implement any
corrections in their email infrastructure,
while protecting against false positives
through DMARC control.

Centera DMARC Compliance is the complete solution for quickly
establishing and maintaining DMARC compliance in the enterprise,
providing easy implementation, monitoring, maintenance, collection and
hosting of reports.
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DMARC Compliance for all your email.
Centera DMARC Compliance is developed by
Danish email security developers who have advised
companies within email security since 2008 and DMARC
since the emergence of the standard in 2012. The solution
has been developed with a view to do complete
implementation of DMARC Compliance then as simple as
possible, with all the benefits of DMARC. The platform
simultaneously monitors for DMARC configuration errors
and omitted domains.

Dashboard provides a simple overview of events

Key Elements of Centera DMARC Compliance
 Cloudbased & secured platfom for DMARC
DMARC Configuration and Full DMARC Compliance
Monitoring & notifications for maintenance and maintenance
of DMARC configuration, including DNS record entries,
DKIM and SPF
 DMARC Reporting
uncovering phishing og spoofing of emails
 IP Reporting that specifies IP addresses most frequently sent
company emails that are blocked by DMARC control

Aggregated reports for DMARC email alignment

 Forensic View, covering abuse of your company name,
domain identity and other Brand Abuse
 Hosted cloud service for your DMARC
reporting and notifiv´cations, including 60 days of log &
reports retention fuld retention
 SPF Protect
Create and maintain extended SPF records for your domains
ensuring DMARC function and compliance with SPF records with
more than 10 DNS lookups
 Hosted cloud service for extended SPF
 Danish & English technical support via phone & email
SPF Protect settings
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